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Digital Library

An online repository of electronic texts[1].

These texts may be highly specific, such as information 
sheets on hardware devices which are maintained on 
a Web site or they may be similar to the texts held in a 
normal library
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Purposes of 

Digital Library Cloud Services Platform[2]

Library: 

• To integrate 
information 
resources Via the 
Internet

• To build a virtual 
digital library, so 
that provide all 
the necessary 
services for users

User: 

• To obtain the 
services offered 
by the library



Cloud-based Services for Library[3]
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Bookshelf App

The Bookshelf sample app stores a collection 
of book titles. Anyone who has access to the 
app can add books to the list. The sample 
app offers these features:

a) Users can view the list of books, add 
books to the list, and remove books 
from the list.

b) Users can edit book details.

c) Users can upload cover images for 
books.



Bookshelf App

App Engine flexible
environment

Cloud SQL

Compute Engine

Cloud Storage

Cloud Datastore

GCP’s Products
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binary data. On the 
app's web page, the 
user can specify a 
cover image for 
each book. The app 
stores the cover 
images in a Cloud 
Storage bucket. A
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flow for the user. 
When a user is 
signed in, any books 
entered are 
associated with the 
individual user. 
Signed-in users see 
only their own 
books. 
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background worker. 
The worker gathers 
information from 
the Google Books 
API and updates the 
book information in 
the database. 

Bookshelf App in Python



Brief Tutorial Steps

• Use the GCP Console to set up your Google Cloud 
Platform project:
• Create a new GCP project, and then create an 

App Engine application and enable billing in 
that project

• Enable the Cloud Datastore, Cloud Pub/Sub, 
Cloud Storage JSON, Stackdriver Logging, and 
Google+ APIs.

• Download, install, and initialize the Google Cloud 
SDK

• Acquire local credentials for authenticating with 
Google Cloud Platform services

• Verify that your default project is correct
• Clone the sample repository

Before begin



Brief Tutorial Steps

• Choose a database for storing structured data
• The Bookshelf sample app uses a structured data model 

for storing information about books
• Three different backing databases: 

• Google Cloud SQL
Choose this option if you're familiar with MySQL 
or if you are interested in a managed relational 
database.

• Google Cloud Datastore
Choose this option if you want a zero-
configuration, fully-managed, highly-scalable, 
non-relational database.

• MongoDB.
Choose this option if you want to run your own 
database on Compute Engine. 

Using 
Structured 
Data with 
Python



Brief Tutorial Steps

• Creating a Cloud SQL instance and database:
• Install the SQL proxy
• Create a Cloud SQL instance
• Initialize your Cloud SQL instance

• Configuring settings
• Installing dependencies
• Creating the database tables
• Running the app on your local machine

Now you can browse the app's web pages and 
add, edit, and delete books.

• Deploying the app to the App Engine flexible 
environment

Using Cloud 
SQL with 
Python

Be aware that all of these app versions and VM instances are billable resources.



Brief Tutorial Steps

• Creating a Cloud Storage bucket
• Configuring settings
• Installing dependencies
• Running the app on your local machine

Now you can browse the app's web pages, add 
books with cover images, edit books, and delete 
books

• Deploying the app to the App Engine flexible 
environment

Using Cloud 
Storage with 
Python

Be aware that all of these app versions and VM instances are billable resources.



Brief Tutorial Steps

• Creating a web application client ID
• Configuring settings
• Installing dependencies
• Running the app on your local machine

Now you can browse the app's web pages, sign in 
using your Google account, add books, and see 
the books you've added using the My Books link 
in the top navigation bar.

• Deploying the app to the App Engine flexible 
environment

Authenticating 
Users with 
Python

Be aware that all of these app versions and VM instances are billable resources.



Brief Tutorial Steps

• Configuring settings
• Installing dependencies
• Running the app on your local machine

Now add some well-known books to the 
bookshelf. If you have both the application and 
worker instance running locally, you can watch 
the worker update the book information in the 
background.

• Deploying the app to the App Engine flexible 
environment

Using Cloud 
Pub/Sub with 
Python

Be aware that all of these app versions and VM instances are billable resources.



Conclusions

Digital library cloud services platform can be divided into three parts: IaaS  
(Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), SaaS  (Software as a 
Service) 

Construction of digital library cloud services platform should fully consider the present 
construction situation of the hardware and software infrastructure and the library 
information resources

Main platform in digital library cloud services are infrastructure services, basic 
platform services, public service platform, local services platform, and mixed services 
platform
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